ART ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN STUDENTS

Beginning today, the Department of Art and Architecture of the University of Idaho will be organizing an exhibition of student work. A new feature of this exhibition is that it will be held at the Idaho State Museum. The show will feature the work of students from all levels of the university's art program. The exhibition will be open for viewing from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Thursday through Sunday. The exhibition continues through the end of the month.

Cross-Towne Readers

A group of students in the University of Washington's College of Architecture and Planning have formed a study group to explore the role of public art in urban design. The group, known as Cross-Towne Readers, meets weekly to discuss recent publications and to share ideas about how public art can be integrated into urban planning.

U. OF WASHINGTON BACKFIELD READS 1933 GHRD CAMPAIGN

SEATTLE—The University of Washington Backfield has been awarded a contract from the U.S. Department of Agriculture to conduct a study on the impact of agricultural policies on rural communities. The Backfield is expected to begin work on the project immediately.

M. van der Hoeve, director of the Backfield, said, "We are excited to be working on this project and look forward to learning more about the effects of agricultural policies on rural communities."

SEATTLE HEAR IDAHO PEP BAND

Will Play For Dinner: Pour Out Of Fire Vacancies Are Filled

At a meeting of the executive board last night arrangements were made for the hiring of the Idaho State University Pep Band for the football game against Washington State University. The band members were polled on the question of whether they would like to play for dinner or pour out of fire vacancies. The band members voted to play for dinner.

STUDENTS PICK FAVORITE MOVIE

Elemental Cinema: Christian Science Monitor As Their Favorite

A vote of the students at the University of Idaho has been conducted to determine their favorite movie. The winner was the Christian Science Monitor.

YELL DUES TO BE CHOSEN AT STUDENT MEETING Wednesday, November 1

The Student Senate will hold a meeting on Wednesday, November 1, to decide on the amount of money to be collected from student dues. The Senate members will discuss the budget and determine how much money will be needed to fund the various student groups and activities.

MALC CHORES TO CHOOSE IDAHO PEPE BAND

When Wusthoff Organizes Group, We'll Meet at 7:30 p.m.

"One day all you want to have is the ability to breathe," says President Robert C. McMillan. "The American people are the ones who have made it possible."
The Pop Band to Seattle

The University of Idaho Pop Band will be represented at Seattle this week when the Huskies and the Wolverine meet there in our football opener. Undoubtedly there is a question as to whether or not the band is to go, but we believe that it is advisable to send the band because it will be of great benefit to the school and, also, an opportunity will be given the students to see whether or not they have the talent to make the boys into a fine music and appearance will benefit the school, the team, and the students and will have a proportionate effect on the student expenditure. The Pop Band will leave here Tuesday and arrives in Seattle Thursday. Ever since its organization the campus back in the early '78's a large number of students and faculty has made a habit of giving the school good encouragement for the band. The works hand in the best way of the school, and the band performs as a result. It is one of the most popular bands in the Northwest, and the students will enjoy it much more than if it were in the small city of the state.

Able Speaker Brought to Students

Students of the University of Idaho were given the opportunity last week to hear one of the oldest speakers of today, Dr. C. S. Thomas, Dean of the College of Arts, Literature, and Science at the University of Chicago, who delivered the annual address at the University of Idaho, is without doubt one of the most able lecturers and deepest thinkers of the day. Dr. Bochner, who is also a fine historian, has devoted himself to the study of college teaching practices. For five years he has been on the committee which studies and follows the trends of teaching in outstanding universities of the United States. Dr. Bochner, who speaks the language of the common man is able, through a well-told humorous story of incident, to reach the man on the street without falling down to his level. The speeches will be well written on this outstanding, prominent, and significant subject and, as always, when your next income is your final income refers to one passage in Dr. Bochner's address you may be surprised that the one who made the references is a person who really appreciates the efforts of a deep and intelligent speaker.

R. F. C. Aid for Students

President Robert H. Mitchells, of the University of Chicago, is the leader in that group of energetic alumni for loans from Reconstruction Finance Corporation to help students. Fully the idea seems to be gaining ground and being effective.

The proposal has its sound points. Students in its educational value are among a country's best investments. For many of the nation's energetic and ambitious young people it is essential to have specialized work. For the wealthy to pay for the work and few are the cases in which this has not been found. The students are encouraged by better work, they find it rewarding to the forward to the time when they can pay back their benefactors, and their training usually makes them such that they receive aid soon after their graduation. The R. F. C. will be of benefit to the students themselves before establishing such a program.

Tobacco grown in this country are "seasoned" with tobaccos from Turkey and Greece

The answer is very simple: TOBACCOs to taste right in a cigarette need to be flavored or seasoned just as you might season a snack or a pudding. A number of tobacco companies have found that equal the spicy aromatic tobaccos of Turkey and Greece for this purpose. That's why we send 5000 miles for aromatic tobaccos from Smyrna and Smyrna, Xanthi and Cavalli. When blended and cross-blended in just the right amounts with Chesterfield's mild ripe Domestics tobaccos, the result is a rich flavor and a fine fragrance.

Have you tried Chesterfield's seasoned right—taste right? May we suggest you try it.
Sororities Pledged 105 New Women Last Sunday Morning

After a week's entertainment among new friends, 105 new women from across the country have pledged to 11 sororities on the campus. The pledges were members of the following sororities: Delta Delta Delta, alpha chapter, and the new chapter of Alpha Phi at Idaho State College.

Betty Reichling of Phoenix, Arizona, has been made a pledge for Delta Delta Delta. The new chapter of Alpha Phi has its first pledge in Nancy Mann of Seattle, Washington.

A small group of pledges and students were in attendance at the big pledge dinner held in the Liberty Inn.

The evening was filled with music and dancing, and a variety of refreshments were served.

IT PAYS TO BUY YOUR DRUGS AT Hodgins'
Examine These Specials

POLO COATS
Oxford's—Blues
Light Greys—Tans

HODGINS' Drug and Book Store

"SHE DONE HIM RIGHT!"

A lad in tricky condoruses deserves to be deitched—especially when the gal sights the fine, masculine figure of a man in Campus Cord.

Campus Cord keep faith with the university man in every detail of correct style. Their snug hip, trim, and straight lines are the envy of many university cities from Coast to Coast.

This handsome crewdorss trocker wears largins carboandust and retains its favored style along the hopeless cleanings or washings through countless cleanings or washings.

The Campus Cord dealer is generally a first-rate judge of good style. See him now for new Campus Cord's and other clothing needs.

* Ask a lady at CAMPUSS FLANNELS, CAMPUS CORDS, WEDNESDAY ROCKS and CAMPUSS CORDS for the same nice material, conservative line as Campus Cord.

* Also see a lady at CAMPUSS FLANNELS, CAMPUS CORDS, WEDNESDAY ROCKS and CAMPUSS CORDS for the same nice material, conservative line as Campus Cord.

* Also see a lady at CAMPUSS FLANNELS, CAMPUS CORDS, WEDNESDAY ROCKS and CAMPUSS CORDS for the same nice material, conservative line as Campus Cord.
**S**port Shop

BY BIL McCAUS

One bright spot on any dark clouded day in professional football is the Oakland Raiders. These boys have been consistent for the past two years.

The first mention to strike Oaklanders was in the 1930s, 1930-31 season, when the Raiders took the field for the first time. The team was established and the first practice was held.

Today, the Raiders are one of the most successful franchises in NFL history. Over the years, the team has won numerous Super Bowls and playoffs.

If you are passionate about football, then the Raiders are your team.
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**Scrimmage Line In Tonight's Game As Team Points To Opener**

Vandals Preparing For Hard Fight In Seattle Saturday

Breaking up Washington plays Saturday night will be a mam- mmoth defense that is being built by Tom (Babe) Voight, who has been in charge of the line for the past two years. The line is well above average and will make a strong showing against the Vandals.

Coach Coe's defense will be a formidable one, with the line led by tackle John (Doc) Miller and guard George (Chet) Wiberg. The defense will be bolstered by the return of tackle George (Shorty) Johnson, who missed last year's game due to injury.

The Vandals will be looking to disrupt the Raiders' offensive play, and they will have a tough task. The Vandals have a strong defense of their own, with tackle Bob (Buck) Fox and end Willard (Red) Case leading the way.

The game will be a test of both teams' offensive and defensive skills. The Raiders have a potent offense, while the Vandals have a solid defense.

**PUNTING ACE**

**COACH LEO CALLAND**

**RIDEN TO COACH**

**FROSH FOOTBALL**

Max Rider, guard on the 1932 football team, has returned to the university to assist Coach Coe in the coaching of the team.

Rider is a solid athlete, and his presence on the team will be a boost for Coach Coe's efforts to improve the Frosh football team.

**NEW YEAR'S HIGHLIGHTS**

Frosh football schedule for 1933

The Frosh football schedule for 1933 has been announced. The Frosh team will play four games, with two home games and two away games.

**SPORTS PUBLICITY DIRECTOR LEAVES**

George McDonald, better known as "McG," the sports editor of the campus newspaper, announced his resignation. McDonald has been with the campus newspaper for several years and has been instrumental in promoting athletic events.

McDonald's resignation is effective immediately, and the campus newspaper is currently seeking a replacement for him.

**Get Your School Supplies at SHERFY'S**

SHERFY'S Book & Music Store

We have a complete line of supplies including drafting equipment and slide rules. Notebooks in all sizes.

**Patronize Argonaut Advertisers**

It is the advertiser who makes our paper possible. Support those who support you.